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Book 1 Lightning Thief Twelve-year-old Percy Jackson is on the most dangerous quest of his life. With the help of satire and Athena's daughter, Percy must travel through the United States to catch the thief who stole the original weapon of mass destruction - the master bolt zeus. Along the way, he must face many mythological enemies
determined to stop him. First of all, he must put up with his father, whom he never knew, and the oracle, who warned him of betrayal on the part of a friend. Watch page book Page Book 2 Sea of Monsters, when the Talia tree is mysteriously poisoned, the magical boundaries of the Half-Blood Camp begin to fail. Now Percy and his friends
have just a few days to find the only powerful magic item to save the camp before he is captured by the monsters. Catch: They have to sail into a sea of monsters to find it. Along the way, Percy must undergo a daring rescue operation to save his old friend Grover, and he learns a terrible secret about his family, which makes him doubt
that being the son of Poseidon is an honor or a curse. Watch Page Book 3's The Curse of Titan, when Percy Jackson receives an urgent distress call from his friend Grover, he immediately prepares for battle. He knows he will need his powerful ally the demigods on his side, his gullible bronze sword Riptide, and ... ride from his mom. The
half-dogs rush to the rescue to find that Grover made an important discovery: two powerful half-bloods whose parenthood is unknown. But that's not all that awaits them. Titan Lord Kronos has developed his most insidious plot yet, and the young heroes have just become victims. They're not the only ones in danger. An ancient monster
has emerged - one rumoured to be so powerful it can destroy Olympus - and Artemis, the only goddess who can know how to track it, is missing. Now Percy and his friends, along with the Artemis Hunters, have only a week to find the kidnapped goddess and solve the mystery of the monster she was hunting. Along the way, they must
face their most dangerous task: the frightening prophecy of the curse of the titan. Watch the book Page Book 4 Battle for the Maze Percy Jackson doesn't expect freshman orientation to be fun, but when a mysterious mortal acquaintance appears, haunted by demon cheerleaders, things quickly go from bad to worse. Time for Percy is
running out. The war between the gods and the titans is approaching. Even The Half-Blood Camp is unsafe, as Kronos' army prepares to invade its once impenetrable borders. To stop them, Percy and his friends must set out in search of the Maze - a sprawling underworld with surprises and danger at every turn. Along the way, Percy will
face powerful enemies, learns the truth about the lost god Pan, and will face the most terrible secret of Lord Titan Kronos. The final war begins... with the battle of the maze. See Page Book 5 Last Olympian All Year prepared for the battle against the Titans, knowing the odds Dark. Kronos' army is stronger than ever, and with every god
and half-blood he recruits, the power of the evil Titan only grows. While the Olympians struggle to contain the frenetic monster Tymon, Kronos begins his advance on New York, where Mount Olympus stands almost unattended. Now it's up to Percy Jackson and an army of young demigods to stop the Time Lord. In this important final book
in the New York Times bestseller Percy Jackson and the Olympians series, the long-awaited prophecy surrounding Percy's sixteenth birthday unfolds. And as the battle for Western civilization rages on the streets of Manhattan, Percy faces a terrifying suspicion that he may fight against his own destiny. View page page Percy Jackson and
Olympians Original title Percy Jackson and Olympians Country of Origin United States Original Language English genre Youth book Number part in series 5 Creating Team Author (s) Rick Riordan Publisher Publishing Book Company Medium Paperback Current Status Ended Years Active USA: 2005 - 2 20 09BEL/EN: 2009 - 2011 List 1:
Lightning Thief2: Sea of Monsters3: The Curse of Titan4: Battle for the Maze5: The Last Olympic Literature Portal by Percy Jackson and the Olympians is the five-part series of books written by Rick Riordan. This is the first series in the general series Camp Half-blood, which includes the series Heroes of Olympus. The series is often
abbreviated simply to Percy Jackson, after the main character. The first book was published in America in 2005, and the series ended in 2009. In the Netherlands and Belgium, the series was translated from 2009 to 2011. General For thousands of years, the gods where humans developed most strongly went: from ancient Greece to
Rome, through the rest of Western Europe. Then they crossed the Atlantic. Now they're in America. Unfortunately, this has been causing problems since the 1900s. Gods, not averse to adultery, sometimes drop the stitch here and there. Consequence: a child of mortal and God. Until these kids find out who or what they really are, they're
not really in much danger. But when children begin to realize that they are special, monsters come at them. Fortunately, there's an address for these kids: Camp Half-Blood, on Long Island in New York. Led by Mr. D (Dionysus) and Centaur Chiron, Camp Half-Blood is a refuge in a world of danger. But then 12-year-old Percy Jackson
appears on stage. Just as all hell breaks loose. Book 1: Lightning Thief Perseus 'Percy' Jackson, lives in New York with his mother and stepfather Gabe. Percy always gets in trouble and gets kicked out of school every year. He has dyslexia and ADHD, and he blames these two anomalies for his troubles. His stepfather Gabe, whom he
always calls Smelly Gabe, is a jerk and does nothing but put on his mother's little money to play poker. Its real He never knew. At his new school, Percy has a friend, Grover. They are very attached to each other, although Percy notices that Grover sometimes has strange features. During the school trip, Percy was attacked by the inhuman
being, this event unravels many dark secrets and makes him question everything, his missing father, the people around him and himself. This is the beginning of something much bigger. After many events, he gets into camp Half-blood, the only place in the world that is safe for children like him. Children of the Olympic gods. He is told that
he is half-blooded, half human and half god. That's why it always felt different from the others. Every semi-poverty is dyslexic because the ancient Greek alphabet is in them and ADHD they need their fighting instincts. He gets to tour a big camp and meets people like him, Grover belongs in the camp, but nothing like half-blood, but like a
sater. Sater is a man with goat's legs and horns on his head. All the while, Grover was sent to safely bring Percy to camp. It would have been a successful mission if his mother hadn't died during their flight. Percy can't get it out of his head, both the death of his mother and the fact that he doesn't feel connected to the others. When his
father's identity is revealed, it becomes clear why Perseus (Percy) Jackson is not an everyday demigod. Book 2: Sea of Monsters There are problems in the camp, serious problems. Pine Talia, patron of the magical boundaries of the camp half-blood, was poisoned. (Talia is the daughter of zeus. Percy gets a terrible vision about his friend
Grover, the activities of the leader Chiron banished and moved Tantalum, Titan Kronos seems to bring himself to life. Luuk, the son of Hermes, turns out to work for Kronos and is therefore a traitor, and Percy has a cyclop as a half-brother. The perfect time to go on a quest, isn't it? Book 3: The Curse of Titan Percy, Annabeth and Talia
are called Grover, who found several children who also appear to be demigods: Nico and Bianca Di Angelo. When they try to take Di Angelos, they are attacked by the mantykor, Mr. Dorn, and can just escape with the help of Artemis and her hunters. During the attack, Mr. Dorn and Annabeth fell from the abyss into the ocean. Percy and
his friends must find Artemis in the middle of winter, because then there will be a vote on Olympus about the war against the titans and the voice of Artemis is of great importance. Besides, they must also look for the dangerous monster that Artemis hunted, for threats to the gods. Book 4: The Battle of the Maze, when Percy is attacked at
school by a bunch of slender cheerleaders, he decides it's time to return to half-blood camp. There he hears stories about the Labyrinth, a terrible place designed by Daedalus. During a training fight, Percy and Annabeth accidentally find access to the Maze in the camp. It soon becomes clear that Luuk Castellan has used this entrance
before. This means danger: on this road Luuk Kronos' troops can lead directly to the Camp Half-Blood. There is only one person who can help them: Daedalus, the creator of a labyrinth that is somewhere in the dark corridors of his creation. Where is? No one knows. If Daedalus can be persuaded to keep Ariadne's thread, Luuk will not be
able to find the entrance to the camp. But he doesn't. He tells you that there is something much better than Ariadne's thread, namely the eyes of the mortal. It will be a heartbreaking race underground, in a maze where dangers lurk around every corner. Book 5: The Last Olympic Kronos, King of the Titans, makes the ultimate grab for
power. His army is ready and begins to march through the streets of New York. Since the gods are busy on other fronts, the only ones who can stop it are the Greek demigods. It will be a battle between demigods, cyclops and titans. Can Percy and his friends hold out or are they buried by their enemies? In addition, there is an
unprecedented traitor in the camp, important information is passed on to Luuk. But the only people left in the camp are Percy's friends who pretend to be different than he or she really are? What about the prophecy that almost everyone knows about except Percy? All he knows is that he's about to be 16 years old. Judging by Annabeth's
reaction, he suspects it's a disgusting secret. Films In 2010, the first book was shot under the title Percy Jackson and the Olympians: The Lightning Thief, and in 2013 at the turn of the second book, which is called Percy Jackson: The Sea of Monsters. Percy, Annabeth, Grover and Luuk play Logan Lerman, Alexandra Daddario, Brandon
T. Jackson and Jake Abel, respectively. Subsequent series In 2010, Riordan began the series Olympus Heroes, which also consists of five parts: the lost hero, the son of Neptune, the sign of Athena, the house of Aides and the blood of Olympus. It is a continuation of the Percy Jackson series, featuring many old and new characters. The
new series begins six months after the end of the Last Olympian, with the first book The Lost Hero. The characters List of characters in the Percy Jackson series is huge. There are so many Greek (half) gods, monsters, heroes and mythical creatures coming in. list of the main characters of the entire series. Percy Jackson is the main
character in the series. He is in the first book for twelve years, and in the last he turns sixteen years old. He is considered the most powerful living demigod. Percy is the narrator throughout the series. On his shoulders is a heavy responsibility, although he learns only at the very end: it is he who will take care of the existence or destruction
of Olympus. Percy is a child of Poseidon and can do almost anything with water. It also has a lot of power over horses and (mythical) equidae. Here's how it finally manages to cause a small hurricane. For it, water also has a therapeutic effect. Percy is the owner of the Anaklysmos sword, Doom, which can turn into a ballpoint pen and
always return to his pocket, so he always has it with him. Throughout the series, he gets better friends with Annabeth until they eventually form a couple. This is frowned upon by Athena, Annabeth's mother, because of the rivalry between her and Poseidon. Percy has black hair and nautical green eyes. Annabeth Chase is a female
protagonist. She had a wild childhood and had lived in the Half-blood camp since she was seven. Although at first she did not trust Percy, because he is the son of Poseidon, they eventually form a close friendship, and even later become a couple. As Athena's daughter, she is very smart and can fight well, mainly because she has been
practicing since she was seven years old. She has blond, curly hair and gray eyes. Grover Underwood is a sater (half a man, half a dollar) and a friend of Percy's. He wants to become a seeker and eventually gets permission from the Council, which is responsible for him, to go look for his god Pan. In the second book, Grover forms a
telepathic connection with Percy, allowing them to communicate with each other over long distances. After a while, he falls in love with juniper, forest nymph. Talia Grace is 15 years old, and she always will be. She was turned into a tree by zevs because she was his daughter and felt sorry for her when she died, who broke his oath not to
father more children. In the second book, with the help of Golden Ruth, she returns to life Percy and his friends. She then joins Jageressen Artemis. Tyson is a cyclops and therefore a half-brother of Percy: cyclops conceived by Poseidon. He's an exception because most other cyclops fight on the side of the crowns, but he doesn't. After a



while, he goes to work in the underwater furnaces to make weapons, but still regularly helps his brother. Nico di Angelo is the son of Aide. It seems that Aides crossed the law with this, but Nico was born before World War II and stuck in a lotus hotel with his sister Bianca di Angelo (book 3). Nico took care of the extra men who Hades in
the latest book in the series. Luuk Castellan (in English Luca) is a senior demigod and at first glance a good friend of Percy and Annabeth's love. Then they found out that he had betrayed them and was working for Kronos. Throughout the series, Luuk is Percy's rival and Kronos' chief co-author. Greek gods: In the series, several gods
occur; See the list of Greek gods for more information. Most of the gods are the most important gods: the Olympians. In addition, the series includes demigods, titans, immortals, mythological figures, centaurs, monsters and people. Taken from percy jackson and the olympians books. percy jackson and the olympians books in order. percy
jackson and the olympians book series. percy jackson and the olympians book 2. percy jackson and the olympians book 1. percy jackson and the olympians book set. percy jackson and the olympians book 5. percy jackson and the olympians book 3
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